EBV in Neck Metastases from Occult Primary Squamous Cell Carcinoma in 57 Years old Female: a Case Report and Review
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Abstract

Approximately 1-9% of all head and neck squamous cell carcinomas are neck metastases from clinically undetectable primary tumors. (EBV) is proven carcinogenic factors that are associated with cell carcinoma and nasopharyngeal carcinoma. In the present case study, we demonstrate the utility of EBV detection in the evaluation of patients with metastases to neck nodes from occult primary carcinomas in order to identify case of NPC. In the present study, we reported a case of 57 years old female patient, known case of HTN admired to KSMC for diagnosis of a pre-existent (6months) painless left neck mass increasing in size associated with hoarseness of voice, for which the primary site was not detected after complete head and neck examination and assessment. Patients was evaluated and treated at the Institute of Otolaryngology, King saud medical city, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, between November 2016 and December 2016. On the basis of clinical medical history, physical examination, immune histochetical findings, a diagnosis of stage II, Epstein Barr-virus positive, metastasis of nasopharyngeal carcinoma. The primary symptom of unknown primary with NPC is often misdiagnosed, which has been admitted to be suboptimal failure or delay therapy.
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Introduction

Carcinoma of unknown primary (CUP) is defined as histologically confirmed metastatic carcinoma in the absence of a detectable primary cancer after a thorough medical history, complete physical examination, and basic laboratory and radiological investigations [1,2]. Even after a full diagnostic workup, the primary site of a CUP remains unknown in 20-50% of patients. Patients with unknown primary tumor represent 5-10% of all new cancer patients [3,4]. In the United States, it has an incidence of 7-12 cases per 100,000 people per year, corresponding to 2-5% of all newly diagnosed malignancies [5], in Australia, 18-19 cases [6], and in the Netherlands, 5.3-6.7 cases [7]. According to tumor registry at King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Center (KFSH and RC), from 1975 to 2010, there were a total of 1250 cases of CUP, accounting for 1.8% of all malignancies. CUP is heterogeneous neoplasm that continues to be a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge for physicians. Nasopharyngeal carcinoma affects women more than other head and neck malignancies, and also tends to affect younger age groups compared with most other cancers. Five-year survival rates for NPC range from 30% to 48%. Nasopharyngeal carcinoma is frequently accompanied by neck lymph node (LN) metastasis, which in many instances is the only manifestation of this disease.

An endoscopic examination or a biopsy of the nasopharynxx often fails to detect the primary site because of the submucosal and infiltrative characteristics of NP [8]. This difficulty in diagnosing the primary site may result in suboptimal therapy.

Sometimes NPC can be found early if it causes symptoms that make patients seek medical attention. The symptoms may even seem unrelated to the nasopharynx (for example, a constant feeling of fullness in one ear). But in most people, NPCs may not cause symptoms until they have reached an advanced stage [9]. To our knowledge, the etiologic role of EBV in metastases from UPs has not been specifically and systematically addressed by any study, even if occasional EBV detection has been reported in metastases from undetectable primary in some studies [10,11]. Additionally, EBV positivity has been reported in neck metastases without any evident primary tumor at diagnosis, which successively developed overt nasopharyngeal carcinomas [10-18].

Case Assessment

In this patient, complete head and neck examination was done, evaluated with endoscopy of the upper airways and imaging of the head and neck region [contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance...
imaging and computed tomography (CT) and chest, pelvis, abdomen(contrast-enhanced CT) were negative for primary tumors. An U/S guided fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) was then performed. Reported malignant Cells Seen. Personal data were collected, there was no environmental risk factors (smoking or alcohol consumption) patients without history of prior malignancy or cutaneous lesions, a comprehensive monolateral neck dissection was performed and gross disease was removed. A definite histologic report revealed High Grade Carcinoma, The histologic report confirmed the presence of metastatic SCC in one or more neck nodes. Immuno histochemistry was showed Tumor cells positive for CK (AE1/AE3) and EBV .We recorded the number and level (according to the classification of the American Academy of Otolaryngology) of positive neck nodes the patients signed informed consent for their participation in the present study. Patient referred to Higher center (King Faisal Specialist Hospital & Research Center) for further management.

Case Report

57 years old Saudi female, Known case of HTN and she is on antihypertensive drugs. She was doing well till 6 months, then she developed small swelling on her left side of neck. The swelling gradually increase in size and was not associated with fever, weight loss, difficulty in swallowing or any change in voice. The swelling was slightly tender according to her at that time. For this complaint she went to hospital and took medication After taking medicines she notice slightly decrease in size of swelling. Month later she noticed change of voice along with increase in size of the swelling. With these complaints she again went to hospital from where she was referred to higher center for further workup. She finally presented to otolaryngology department at KSMC where she was admitted urgently for further investigation.

According to examination

Single swelling about 4.5X5 cm seen on the left side upper part of the neck, involving upper one third of the neck. It is oval in shape, overlying skin normal. No visible pulsation or redness seen. On palpation swelling is tender, margin well defined, firm in consistency, mobile, overlying skin mobile. Trans illumination negative. Flexible fibre optic examination is done no pathology seen in consistency, mobile, overlying skin mobile. Trans illumination negative. Flexible fibre optic examination is done no pathology seen.

Hematological investigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HB</td>
<td>11.3 g/dl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYM</td>
<td>3.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEUTRO</td>
<td>8.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

i. Biochemistry: FBS: 9.1 mmol/l, UREA: 3.7 mmol/l, Na: 141 mmol/l, K 4 mmol

ii. Radiological: X-Rays - Neck & chest -A/P & lateral, CT scan with IV contrast for head & Neck, chest, abdomen and pelvis was done with unremarkable result

iii. Special investigation: U/S guided FNAC was done

Reported malignant Cells.

iv. Panendoscopy: done under general anesthesia and multiple biopsies taken from Nasopharynx, base of the tongue, pyriform fossae, valleculae All reported were negative. Finally excisional biopsy was planned and Lt. Modified Radical Neck Dissection done. During surgery mass was seen adherent to Lt. Carotid sheath & invading it. Mass removed and sent for histopathology.

v. Histopathology:

a. Tumor cells positive for: CK (AE1/AE3) and EBV

b. Negative for P63, CK5/6, CK7, CK20, Synaptophysin, Chromogranin, S100, HMB45 & CD45

c. High Grade Carcinoma

d. Tumor maximum dimension measures 4cm.

e. Vascular & per neural invasion invasion are noted.

f. Tumor Cells reaches the surgical resection margin.

g. Nine out of thirty six lymph nodes are positive for metastatic carcinoma.

vi. Diagnosis:

a. metastasis NPC , Left Neck mass with level I and II Lymph node

b. High Grade Carcinoma

c. Tumor maximum Dimension Measures 4cm

d. Vascular and perineural invasion are noted

e. Tumor cells reaches the surgical Resection margin

f. Nine out of thirty six lymph nodes are positive for metastatic carcinoma

Literature Review

After extensive evaluation of patients with metastatic neck disease and clinically undetectable primary cancer of the head and neck, the clinician is often faced with the difficult question of subsequent management. Metastatic cancers from unknown primary lesions represent a heterogeneous group that is estimated to account for 5-10% of all malignancies. Approximately 90% of these neoplasms are squamous cell carcinomas (SCC), and the remainder includes adenocarcinomas, melanomas, and other rare histologic variants [9-11]. Nevertheless, in approximately 1-9% of all head and neck malignancies, which are usually characterized by unilateral metastases at level IIa (jugulodigastric), the primary
SCC remains clinically undetectable (unknown primary tumor; UP) after a thorough and appropriate assessment and rarely becomes apparent on follow-up [12-14].

Notoriously, cancers that arise from mucosal head and neck sites can be etiologically linked with oncogenic viral infections, namely nasopharyngeal carcinoma with the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and oropharyngeal SCC with high-risk human papillomavirus (HPV) genotypes [15-18]. EBV infection is typically associated with nonkeratinizing nasopharyngeal carcinomas (World Health Organization type 2), which clearly have better survival and are markedly more radiosensitive than differentiated cases (World Health Organization type 1) [9-23]. To our knowledge, the etiologic role of EBV in metastases from UPs has not been specifically and systematically addressed by any study, even if occasional EBV detection has been reported in metastases from undetectable primary in some studies [10,11]. Additionally, EBV positivity has been reported in neck metastases without any evident primary tumor at diagnosis, which successively developed overt nasopharyngeal carcinomas [10,18]. The evaluation in neck metastatic nodes of both EBV and HPV is therefore rational and has been proposed as a tool in the search for the primary tumor site, with promising preliminary results [19-24].
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